The objective of this study was to clarify the intermolecular interaction between antibacterial copper nanoparticles (Cu NPs) and sodium alginate (NaAlg) by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and to process the spectra applying two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) correlation analysis. To our knowledge, the addition of NaAlg as a stabilizer of copper nanoparticles has not been previously reported. It is expected that the obtained results will provide valuable additional information on: (1) the influence of reducing agent ratio on the formation of copper nanoparticles in order to design functional nanomaterials with increased antibacterial activity, and (2) structural changes related to the incorporation of Cu NPs into the polymer matrix. Methods: Cu NPs were prepared by microwave heating using ascorbic acid as reducing agent and NaAlg as stabilizing agent. The characterization of synthesized Cu NPs by ultraviolet visible spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction analysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and semiquantitative analysis of the weight percentage composition indicated that the average particle sizes of Cu NPs are about 3-10 nm, they are spherical in shape, and consist of zerovalent Cu and Cu 2 O. Also, crystallite size and relative particle size of stabilized Cu NPs were calculated by XRD using Scherrer's formula and FT from the X-ray diffraction data. Thermogravimetric analysis, differential thermal analysis, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), FT-IR, second-derivative spectra, and 2D-IR correlation analysis were applied to studying the stabilization mechanism of Cu NPs by NaAlg molecules. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) of stabilized Cu NPs against five bacterial strains (Staphylococccus aureus ATCC 6538P, Escherichia coli ATCC 25922 and O157: H7, and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium ATCC 13311 and 14028) were evaluated with macrodilution, agar dilution plate count, and well-diffusion methods. Results: On the basis of the semiquantitative analysis, there was a direct correlation between the reducing agent ratio and the percentage of zerovalent Cu. This was confirmed with the statistical analysis of population of Cu NPs from TEM micrographs. At lower reducing agent ratios, two phases coexist (Cu 2 O and zerovalent Cu) due to incomplete reduction of copper ions by the reducing agent; however, at higher reducing agent ratios, the Cu NPs consist mainly of zerovalent Cu. Crystallite size and relative particle size of stabilized Cu NPs showed considerable differences in results and tendencies in respect to TEM analysis. However, the relative particle size values obtained from FT of XRD data agreed well with the histograms from the TEM observations. From FT results, the relative particle size and reducing agent ratio of stabilized Cu NPs showed an inverse correlation. The incomplete reduction of copper ions at lower reducing agent ratios was also confirmed by DSC studies. FT-IR and 2D-IR correlation spectra analysis suggested the first event involved in the stabilization of Cu NPs is their electrostatic interaction with -C=O of carboxylate groups of NaAlg, followed by the interaction with the available O-C-O -, and finally with the -OH groups. Bacterial susceptibility to stabilized nanoparticles was found to vary depending on the bacterial strains. The lowest MIC and MBC of stabilized Cu NPs ranged between 2 mg/L and 8 mg/L for all studied strains. Disk-diffusion studies with both E. coli strains revealed greater effectiveness of the stabilized Cu NPs compared to the positive controls (cloxacillin, amoxicillin, and nitrofurantoin). S. aureus showed the highest sensitivity to stabilized Cu NPs compared to the other studied strains. Conclusion: Cu NPs were successfully synthesized via chemical reduction assisted with microwave heating. Average particle size, polydispersity, and phase composition of Cu NPs depended mainly on the reducing agent ratio. Likewise, thermal stability and antibacterial activity of stabilized Cu NPs were affected by their phase composition. Because of the carboxylate groups in polymer chains, the structural changes of stabilized Cu NPs are different from those of NaAlg. NaAlg acted as a size controller and stabilizing agent of Cu NPs, due to their ability to bind strongly to the metal surface. Our study on the stabilizing agent-dependent structural changes of stabilized NPs is helpful for wide application of NaAlg as an important biopolymer.
which vary in composition and sequence depending on the source of the alginate. Because of its unique properties, including inexpensiveness, biocompatibility, a relatively inert hydrogel environment within the matrix, and a mild room temperature encapsulation process, alginate has attracted intense attention as an important class of biomaterial in recent years. 9 Alginate could facilitate the complexation of copper ions to their matrix (by decreasing the mobility of the molecular chains), because of the extensive hydroxyl groups on their structure, which provide more inter-and intramolecular interstices that can selectively trap metal nanoparticles. Therefore, the nanoparticles' release and mobility will depend (to some extent) on how these particles are associated to biopolymer.
We therefore performed a study aimed at proposing a correlation between infrared (IR) spectra and molecular structure of stabilized copper nanoparticles (Cu NPs) with sodium alginate (NaAlg). Two-dimensional infrared correlation spectroscopy (2D-IR COS) is a well-established analytical technique that provides considerable utility and benefit in various spectroscopic studies of complex systems. Some of the notable features of generalized 2D correlation spectra are: simplification of complex spectra consisting of many overlapped peaks; enhancement of spectral resolution by spreading peaks along the second dimension and establishment of unambiguous assignments through correlation of bands selectively coupled by various interaction mechanisms. 10 As well, this paper presents a statistical study based on average nanoparticle size and oxidation states of stabilized Cu NPs, likewise, comparison between average particle size, crystallite size and relative particle size confirms that the synthesis of NPs assisted with microwave heating yields a size weighted smaller particles, in the order of 3-10 nm.
Recent advances in the design and study of metal nanoparticles have revealed biological activity and structural and functional changes induced in bacterial cells. Particular progress
Introduction
A major topic in the synthesis of inorganic-organic compounds is the combination of active components. A hybrid material is a material that includes two moieties blended on the molecular scale.
1 Polymer nanocomposites obtained on the basis of polymers and metal nanostructures are of practical interest today. The integration of nanotechnology and biology provides the opportunity for the development of new nanoscale materials that can be applied to many potential applications in biological science, clinical medicine, and packaging technologies. The post-synthesis stability in terms of shape and size of metal nanoparticles is crucial because the agglomeration of nanoparticles may affect the outcome and interpretation of antibacterial activity results. Dispersed or weakly aggregated nanoparticles in suspension have a more distorted internal structure and different reactivity and rates of surface reactions than strongly aggregated nanoparticles. 2, 3 Such changes in physicochemical properties may alter the interaction of nanoparticles with bacteria, the bactericidal efficiency, viability, and the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)/minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) values. The immobilization of colloidal metal nanoparticles is not only necessary to prevent aggregation but to provide positional stability to the nanoparticles on a surface, or in a structure, after they have been reduced. Polymer matrices would facilitate efficient immobilization of nanoparticles in order to render composite materials with exceptional properties for a wide range of applications. Stabilization with naturally occurring polymers (also called biopolymers) is an alternative in order to avoid, prevent, or mitigate the agglomeration of nanoparticles (controlling the particle size distribution by steric effect) and promote their long-term air and water stabilities. [4] [5] [6] [7] Alginate is a naturally occurring polysaccharide obtained from marine brown algae, comprising the linear chain of (1,4)-β-d-mannuronic acid and (1,3)-α-l-guluronic acid, has been made in understanding the size, shape, and surface chemistry of metal nanostructures and their influence on biocidal activity. 11 It has emerged that multiple factors cooperate to establish a specific antibacterial activity, mainly dependent on the high surface atom density of the nanoparticles, which includes their size and shape, [12] [13] [14] particle internalization, 15, 16 agglomeration of metal nanostructures over time on in vitro assays, 3, 13, 17 chemical functionalization of nanoparticles, 18, 19 concentration of metal, 3 types of microorganism and initial number of bacterial cells, 3, 20, 21 and type of assay. 22 A secondary aim of this study was to compare the bactericidal effects of stabilized Cu NPs using various bacterial strains, to reveal strain specificities, and to correlate the phases of composition of Cu NPs with antibacterial activity, eventually leading to better utilization of nanoparticles for specific applications.
Materials and methods

Preparation of stabilized Cu NPs
Copper nitrate (Cu[NO 3 ] 2 ) and ascorbic acid (C 6 H 8 O 6 ) were obtained from Winkler (Santiago, Chile). Sodium alginate (NaAlg) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO). All the reagents were used as received, without further purification, and all the water was nanopure. The synthesis of copper NPs was performed according to Blosi et al 23 with modifications, which are reported for the first time herein. The precursor (0.1 M, Cu[NO 3 ] 2 ) was completely dissolved in 100 mL of nanopure water under magnetic stirring. Then this solution was heated to the synthesis temperature (95°C) in a Thomas microwave oven (TH-17DM, 560 W; Rotho, Würenlingen, Switzerland). Once the synthesis temperature was reached, 50 mL of ascorbic acid solution (containing the proper quantities of reducing agent) was added to the hot solution and stirred continuously at 60 rpm. After ascorbic acid addition, the blue solution turned dark green, thus indicating the immediate nucleation of Cu NPs. Finally, the colloidal dispersions were deposited onto NaAlg by microwave heating for 1 hour (88°C). The Cu(NO 3 ) 2 and NaAlg amount were kept constant for all stabilized Cu NPs at a molar ratio of 1. The weight loss of stabilized Cu NPs was measured upon drying until constant weight at 110°C. Equilibrium moisture content (%) was calculated as follows:
EMC
Initial sample weight Dry sample
The synthesis conditions used for producing the different Cu NPs and stabilized Cu NPs are summarized in Table 1 . 
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Characterization of Cu NPs and stabilized Cu NPs TEM micrographs were obtained using a Jeol (Tokyo, Japan) JEM 1200EXII TEM microscope with 4-Å resolution. Average particle size, standard deviation, and error shown in Table 1 were calculated on 200 particles by analyzing different micrographs. Histograms were obtained using the OriginLab (Northampton, MA) 8.0 v8.0724 software. An analysis of variance was performed to determine whether the NPs' size differed significantly. A multiple comparison procedure (multiple range test) was then used to find which means were significantly different at the 95% confidence level. The method used to discriminate among the means was Fisher's least significant difference procedure. All statistics were obtained using Statgraphics Plus 3.1 software (Manugistics, Rockville, MD). X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the stabilized Cu NPs was performed using a Endeavor diffractometer (D4/MAX-B; Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany), employing CuKα radiation (at 40 kV and 40 mA). Data were obtained over the range 2θ = 10°-80° using a step size of 0.02° and counting time of 25 seconds per step. Reference intensity ratios methodology from XRD was used in order to assign the phases observed in the X-ray pattern. The crystallite sizes of stabilized Cu NPs were calculated using the Scherrer equation as follows:
where λ is the wavelength of Cu Kα radiation (here λ = 0.1541 nm), B is the calibrated half-width of the peak in radians and θ is the diffraction angle of the three independent peaks of zerovalent Cu from the diffraction patterns. The calculated values of crystallite sizes are listed in Table 3 . The Fourier method has been also applied to the diffraction data of stabilized Cu NPs in order to calculate the relative size of stabilized Cu NPs, according to the described by Hall et al. 24 FT P(r) was calculated using the Origin 8.0 v8.0724 software.
Optical absorption spectra were determined on a PerkinElmer (Waltham, MA) Lambda 35 ultravioletvisible (UV-vis) spectrophotometer at room temperature. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of stabilized Cu NPs was carried out using a TG 209F3 thermogravimetric analyzer (Netzsch, Selb, Germany). Stabilized Cu NPs were placed in appropriate pans and heated from 35°C to 600°C at 5°C/ minute under N 2 atmosphere. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies were conducted on a DSC 204F1 Phoenix differential scanning calorimeter (Netzsch) using an accurately weighed sample (10 mg) in a loosely covered aluminum pan and heated from 50°C to 250°C at 5°C/ minute under N 2 atmosphere. An empty, loosely covered aluminum pan was used as the reference. The metal content was determined by atomic absorption spectrometry, using a Thermo Solaar M Series AA spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA).
Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR), principal component analysis (PCA), and 2D 2D-IR correlation analysis
The FT-IR spectra (resolution of 4 cm -1 ) were recorded from 4000 to 450 cm -1 and scanned 64 times (transmittance mode), on a Nicolet Nexus spectrometer (Nicolet Instrument, Madison, WI) at room temperature. All spectra were baseline-corrected, smoothed, and normalized on the basis of the internal standard band nearest to 2929 cm -1 due to the -CH 2 group, which is not affected by Cu NPs. The number of peaks involved was determined on the basis of the secondderivative FT-IR spectra for the stabilized Cu NPs, in the range 3600-800 cm -1 . Curve fitting for the peak deconvolution was performed with OriginPro 8.5.1 software (Microcal, Piscataway, NJ) with the Multiple Peak Fit Tool. The shape of the peak from the absorption bands for NaAlg and stabilized Cu NPs was obtained using Gaussian fit. The reduced chi-squared value for all the deconvoluted curves was χ 2 $ 0.1. Prior to PCA calculation, the mean centering operation was applied to the data matrix; only the range between 2000 and 800 cm -1 was considered. PCA was performed using Pirouette 3.11 (Infometrix, Tulsa, OK). The 2D correlation spectroscopy and synchronous and asynchronous maps were calculated according to algorithms described by Noda 26 and Jung and Noda. 25 Data processing and analysis were performed using MATLAB version 7.4.0.287 R2007a (MathWorks, Natick, MA). 
Evaluation of antibacterial activity
Well-diffusion test
One milliliter of inocula at 10 7 colony-forming units (CFU)/ mL was mixed with warm, melted, autoclaved Mueller Hinton agar and poured into separate plates under aseptic conditions. The plates were covered and allowed to cool. As soon as the agar was partly solidified, the plates were inverted and left for 2 hours. When cooled, three equidistant wells were made at the plate. The wells were made by using a 6-mm puncher that was sterilized with alcohol and flame. Stabilized Cu Nps were dissolved in sterile water (32 mg/L) and then pipetted into the different wells in a sterilized environment at 80 µL using a micropipette. Cloxacillin, nitrofurantoin, and amoxicillin were used as positive controls. Finally, the plates were incubated for 24 hours at 37°C. The inhibition effect was verified by the presence of inhibition zones around the well where the solution was deposited and sized for analysis and comparison.
Minimum inhibitory and bactericidal concentrations
The MIC and MBC were determined by the broth macrodilution method 27 in 1 mL of Mueller Hinton broth. Stabilized Cu NPs were dissolved in sterile water and added to the broth at concentrations of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 mg/L. The starting bacterial inocula were 1-5 × 10 5 CFU/mL, and bacterial populations were monitored at 24 hours by CFU counts on Mueller Hinton agar plates after incubation at 37°C ± 2°C. All tests were performed in duplicate.
Results and discussion
Morphology of Cu NPs
The average particle size distribution of Cu NPs was randomly measured, and the obtained data are represented by histograms in Figure 1 . In general, the morphology of the Cu NPs is of spherical shape. Cu-AA1.0 NPs showed a fairly uniform distribution of well-formed Cu NPs ( Figure 1A ). More than 50% of these nanoparticles fall within the size range of 3-9 nm in diameter ( Figure 1B ). The average particle size is around 9.86 nm with large dispersity (∼49.0%). Figure 1C shows the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of Cu-AA1.0 NPs. Four fringe patterns with plane distances of 2.080 (±0.003), 1.844 (±0.020), 1.262 (±0.013), and 1.091 (±0.011) Å can be observed in the SAED pattern ( Figure 1C ). They are related to the (1 1 1), (2 0 0), (2 2 0), and (3 1 1) planes of face-centered cubic copper.
As the reducing agent ratio increased to 1.5, the polydispersity decreased significantly to 15.5%. After this ratio, the average particle size and the size dispersion did not change very much. The TEM micrograph for Cu-AA1.5 NPs revealed well-distributed Cu NPs with sizes less than 3.4 nm ( Figure 1D and E). It is important to note that the electron diffraction for the Cu-AA1.5 NPs ( Figure 1F ) cannot be obtained probably due to their finer size. 28 The average particle size of the Cu-AA2.0 NPs ( Figure 1F ) appears to be similar to Cu-AA1.5 NPs, ie, about 3.89 nm in diameter (∼14.0% of dispersity, Figure 1G ); however, there is a statistically significant difference between the average particle size for all Cu NPs (P , 0.05).
The average particle size of Cu-AA2.5 NPs was found to be 5.17 nm ( Figure 1I and J), with low dispersity (∼12.5%). Similar behavior was observed for Cu-AA1.5 and Cu-AA2.0 NPs; almost 30% of the average particle sizes fell within the range of 3. The average size of the nanoparticle from TEM stayed within a very small range of the average, as indicated by the small error (Table 1) . This indicates that the reducing agent provides good control over the average particle size, which is desired in nanoparticle synthesis. Statistical descriptive analysis of particle size of Cu NPs suggests that the statistical skewness (a measure of data asymmetry) was positively skewed. The positive skewness of data indicates an increased number of finer nanoparticles in the distribution. This result agrees with the results obtained by the semiquantitative weight percentage composition of copper species (Table 2 ).
Statistical kurtosis of particle size (a measure of peakedness of distribution), indicates that the distribution of Cu-AA1.0 NPs is extremely leptokurtic. A leptokurtic distribution suggests that the Cu NPs are more singular in size, that is, the range in size is small and the least dimension of the individual nanoparticle is closer to the average particle size. This distribution was not observed from the statistical kurtosis in the other Cu NPs, which have very platykurtic distributions. A platykurtic distribution indicates that the range between the smallest and largest average nanoparticle size becomes wider as the distribution becomes flatter. The least dimension of the individual nanoparticle deviates quite significantly from the average least dimension. The coexisting Cu 2 O is considered to be due to the incomplete reduction of copper ions by the reducing agent. On Table 2 ). Note that the widths of the diffraction peaks of Cu 0 increase with increasing the reducing agent ratio, which indicates a decreasing of the particle size of stabilized Cu NPs nanoparticles.
XRD of stabilized Cu NPs
A semiquantitative analysis of the weight percentage composition of stabilized Cu NPs was performed with the software package X´pert HighScore v.1.0a (Philips Analytical, Almelo, Netherlands) by the reference intensity ratios method. This standardless method relies on the I/I cor values, which are unique to the individual phases and indicate the ability of the material to diffract X-rays with respect to that of corundum. 31 Indexing data and approximate compositions of the phases are summarized in Table 2 . As can be seen in Table 2 , there is a direct correlation between the r educing agent ratio and the percentage of zerovalent Cu. When the reducing agent ratio is more than 1.5, there are mostly zerovalent Cu diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns. However, at lower reducing agent ratios, the Cu 2 O percentage dominates over that of zerovalent copper. Thus, this can be a possible reason for the large polydispersity in the particle size of Cu-AA1.0.
The crystallite size and particle size of stabilized Cu NPs were also determined by using the Scherrer formula 32 and the FT 26 from XRD data ( Table 3 ). According to several authors, [33] [34] [35] the Scherrer formula cannot be applied to nanoparticle samples, because of overlapping peaks of DRX, the presence of noncrystalline structures in the samples, and when the relative mean sizes of distributions of nanocrystals are broad. 34 As follows from Table 3 , there is a discrepancy between the crystallite size values obtained from the Scherrer formula and histograms from TEM observations. However, the relative particle size values obtained from FT of XRD data agree well with the histograms from the TEM observations. From FT results, the stabilized Cu NPs varied approximately 5.4-7.5 nm in size by varying the reducing agent ratio. Moreover, from the FT results, it is possible to confirm the correlation between the decrease in particle size and the increase in reducing agent ratio. The slight differences in the particle size of Cu NPs when using NaAlg as stabilizer are probably due to the ability of NaAlg to bind strongly to the metal surface (interaction of -C-O groups of NaAlg with Cu 0 and Cu 2+ ) with the consequent inhibition of particle growth by collision.
Intensity (au)
Cu (111) Cu ( Zhu et al 36 explained the influence of reducing agent ratio on the formation of copper nanoparticles. In this paper, the authors indicate that at low reducing agent ratios, the reduction rate of copper sulphate is slow and only few nuclei of copper can be formed in the early period of the reduction. The atoms formed at that period might participate mainly in collision with already formed nuclei, instead of the formation of new nuclei, so the particle size was larger. As the reducing agent is increased, the percentage of zerovalent copper increases. However at a lower reducing agent ratio, the Cu 2 O percentage dominates over that of zerovalent copper. During the reduction with lower reducing agent ratio (1.0%), the particles had large size dispersion (49%). Increasing the ratio of ascorbic acid to 1.5% decreased polydispersity significantly to 15.5%. After this ratio, the average particle size and the size dispersion did not change very much.
According to Bönnemann et al 37 and Patakfalvi et al 38 , the nucleation of metal nanoparticles by reduction technique is an autocatalytic process: a slow, continuous nucleation is followed by rapid, autocatalytic particle growth. The steric stabilization by the large molar ratio of NaAlg (supersaturation) at the first step in the chemical reduction is the probable reason for the formation of Cu NPs of smaller size. The extensive carboxylate and hydroxyl groups on the polymer matrix could provide more inter-and intramolecular interstices, which will selectively trap the Cu NPs formed.
UV-vis absorption
The UV-vis absorbance spectra of Cu NPs in water are shown in Figure 3A . At first, the precursor solution was blue, a typical feature of copper nitrate, with a weak and narrow visible absorption peak at 559 nm. For the Cu NPs, no absorption in the visible range is observed, while distinct broad bands are observed at ∼264, 280, 288, and 295 nm, according to Mie's theory (dipole oscillation). 39 The increase in the intensity of the peak around the maximum value could be attributed to the increasing concentration of the reducing agent. The exact position of the plasmon absorption depends on stability (pH, solvent type, and stabilizing agent) and particle size. 4, 40 In this case, Cu NPs showed no surface plasmon resonance, as shown in Figure 3A . This could be a consequence of a combination of small particle size or a thin copper oxide layer around the copper nanoparticles. 41, 42 Usually, for Cu NPs ranging between 10 and 40 nm in diameter, the plasmon resonance appears around 560 nm 4, 40 ; however, the absorption spectra of small metal particles (diameter , 20 nm) depend only on the dipole oscillation and do not evidence surface plasmon resonance. These results are consistent with reports for the Cu NPs in polar solvents. 43, 44 With the stabilizing agent ( Figure 3B ), the UV spectra were shifted to lower wavelengths (∼260, 272, 273, and 279 nm). This shift is probably due to the slight reduction of particle size by using NaAlg as stabilizer. NaAlg has the structure of pyranose skeleton with carboxylate ions and oxygen polar groups, which donate lone-pair electrons forming a coordinative interaction with the zerovalent Cu, inhibiting the particle growth by collision. NaAlg acts as size controller, hindering the metal nuclei from the aggregation.
Thermal characterization
The results of thermogravimetric measurements carried out for stabilized Cu NPs are summarized in Table 4 . All stabilized Cu NPs and NaAlg started decomposing below 100°C, but the rapid degradation was started at around 165°C. Two mass losses are identified, as reflected in two peaks in the differential thermal analysis curves (Figure 4 ). The first thermal event over 100°C may be attributed to the vaporization of physisorbed water from stabilized Cu NPs. 45, 46 The second thermal event, starting over 160°C, was because of NaAlg degradation. 47, 48 The weight loss between 160°C and 230°C was very fast and The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves of stabilized Cu NPs are shown in Figure 5 , where two different peaks are observed. Table 5 presents the endothermic and exothermic peaks and enthalpies associated with each peak for stabilized copper nanoparticles. Stabilized Cu NPs exhibited a weak endothermic transition (low energy) centered at about 100°C. This peak is attributed to the loss of water associated with the hydrophilic groups of the NaAlg and removal of residual water adsorbed to stabilized nanoparticles. This result was confirmed with the TGA experiments. The major intense peaks recorded in the DSC curves are exothermic transitions (150°C-210°C). The exothermic peaks resulted from decomposition reactions most probably to the partial decarboxylation of the mannuronic and gluluronic units of NaAlg, depolymerization, pyrolysis of the biopolymer, and oxidation reactions of the copper NPs. Pathak et al 47 and Soares et al 50 also reported that the thermal degradation of NaAlg begins at 220°C-240°C. As expected, the exothermic enthalpy values of stabilized nanoparticles increased as the reducing agent ratio was increased. Only Cu-AA1.0-Alg showed two exothermic transitions peaking at 129.7 and 158.7°C ( Figure 5 ). The first exothermic peak is probably attributed to the considerable oxidation process of Cu 2 O (major percentage of composition) to CuO, favored over the formation of copper carbonates. Similar findings were reported by Wang et al. 46 Also, the oxidation of NaAlg with or without ring opening could take place for all stabilized Cu NPs. This can be explained by the oxidation of secondary alcohol groups of NaAlg to keto groups (without ring opening) and to dialdehyde or dicarboxylate derivatives (with ring opening). These oxidations could be related to molecular rearrangements and to the high enthalpy values observed but not with weight loss (Table 4) .
One-dimensional FT-IR analysis
FT-IR spectra of stabilized Cu NPs are shown in Figure 6 . In an attempt to overcome the difficulties arising from the strong overlap of the bands of interest for elucidation of the molecular structure of stabilized Cu NPs, secondderivative spectra and curve-fitting (deconvolution) techniques have been used (Figure 7 ). In the 3600-2800-cm -1 region, Figure 7 . Intermolecular (primary hydroxyl groups) and intramolecular hydrogen bonds are considered to cause the broadening of the -OH band in the FT-IR spectra. A broad band with a maximum around 3439 cm -1 was observed in the spectra of NaAlg ( Figure 7A ), corresponding to the stretching of -OH bond of mannuronic and gluluronic units (pyranose rings). 51, 52 A shift from 3439 to 3420 cm -1 is observed for stabilized Cu NPs; this decrease in frequency may occur due to the interaction of Cu 0 with -OH groups ( Figure 7C and E). Bands at 2925 cm -1 and around 2850 cm -1 correspond to asymmetric and symmetric -C-H intramolecular bonds. 51, 52 The intensities of both bands increase with the increasing of reducing agent ratio. More intense -CH 2 asymmetric bands are because of the dipole moment variation produced by electrostatic interaction of zerovalent Cu (electron acceptor) and oxygen (electron donor).
In accordance with the literature, 53,54 deconvolution was made on the basis of a Gaussian shape. Bands corresponding to the stretching vibration of free -C=O groups and the asymmetric stretching of -O-C-O -in NaAlg 55 were deconvoluted into three bands by curve fitting. The peak positions of the three deconvoluted bands were 1739, 1645, and 1601 cm -1 ( Figure 7B) . A noticeable feature in the IR spectra of stabilized Cu NPs is the shift of 1645 cm -1 to higher frequencies (1681 cm -1 ) with increasing of the reducing agent ratio ( Figure 7D and F) . Frequencies below 1500 cm -1 in carbohydrates are due to mixed modes, and every band results from the contribution of more than one kind of motion. 56, 57 The second derivative spectra of the stabilized Cu NPs in the region of -C-OH deformation with contribution of -O-C-O -symmetric stretching showed two well-resolved bands, which were shifted to higher frequencies, around 1487 and 1425 cm -1
. These bands occur at lower frequency for NaAlg (1464 and 1417 cm -1 ). This can result from the electrostatic interaction between carboxylate ions and Cu 0 and the high electron density induced by Cu NPs onto the adjacent hydroxyl groups. 58 A weak shoulder in the normal mode corresponding to symmetric stretching of carboxylate ion was observed at 1373 cm -1 for NaAlg. 53 This peak was more prominent and was shifted to higher frequencies for all stabilized Cu NPs. The second-derivative spectra of stabilized Cu NPs suggest that there are at least two bands contributing to the profile, at 1383 and 1344 cm -1 . The -C-C-H deformation at 1302 cm -1 , observed as a weak peak in the normal mode, was shifted to higher frequencies for stabilized Cu NPs in respect to the NaAlg. In the second-derivative spectra, this band was more prominent for NaAlg but remained weak for stabilized Cu NPs.
NaAlg was the only one that showed a weak band in the derivative spectra, corresponding to the -C-O-and -C-O-C-stretching at 1255 cm -1 . 59 The -C-C-stretching and -C-C-C-bending at 1132 cm -1 in the FT-IR spectrum of NaAlg 60 was shifted to higher frequencies for stabilized Cu NPs; this implies that the relative intensity contributions of both overlapped bands are affected by the change in their population because of electrostatic interaction with Cu 0 . Bands around 1150-810 cm -1 are representative of pyranose skeleton modes. 54, [60] [61] [62] The -C-C-stretching vibrations of mannuronic and gluluronic units are pointed out around 1095 cm -1 . 63 This band is overlapping with the band corresponding to -C-O-stretching, as shown in the secondderivative spectra, with two bands well defined at 1132 and 1095 cm -1 . 63 When stabilization occurs, both bands appear shifted at higher frequency (around 1147 and 1107 cm -1 ). Jovanović et al 51 reported that one of the most likely reasons for such shift seems to be the coordination of both OH and ether groups of NaAlg to silver NPs, which weakened the 
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strength of CO bond in these two functional groups. The -C-O-vibrations occurred as a band of high intensity around 1030 cm -1 for the NaAlg, 63 and stabilized Cu NPs were observed in the normal mode and second-derivative spectra. For stabilized Cu NPs, this band overlaps with the bands corresponding to -C-C-and -C-O-stretching of mannuronic and gluluronic units. No ring opening was suggested by the effect of the increasing of the reducing agent ratio.
Furthermore, in the anomeric or fingerprint region, the IR spectra of polymannuronate and mannopyranuronosyl residues of NaAlg show three bands at 947, 893, and 821 cm -1 in accordance with the second-derivative spectra. These band positions are in agreement with the values reported by Sartori et al 60 Chandía et al 61 and Mathlouthi et al. 63 These bands are mainly due to the out-of plane deformation of the glycosidic bond on the pyranose rings coupled with other deformation vibrations (C-H of the β-mannuronic acid residues and C-H of the α-gluluronic acid residues). 54, 57, 64, 65 For stabilized Cu NPs, these three bands were shifted to lower frequencies; this implies that the electrostatic interaction with Cu 0 may affect the force constants and vibrational amplitudes of the nearest neighbor bonds by steric hindrance, causing the lower strength of the bending vibrations.
2D-IR correlation spectra
The reconstructed data matrix from the three principal components was used instead of the original raw spectral data for the subsequent 2D correlation analysis. PCA factor 1, factor 2, and factor 3 account for 73.0%, 17.4%, and 8.9%, respectively, of the total variance of spectral intensities.
According to the Noda's rule, 28 strong autopeaks are supposed to appear when any peak in the region of interest changes largely in intensity under a given perturbation. The synchronous plot in the 2000-800 cm -1 region ( Figure 8A ) shows two strong autopeaks on the diagonal at approximately 1375 and 1035 cm -1 and four weak autopeaks around 1735, 1615, 1415, and 1094 cm -1 , thus identifying the changes that occur simultaneously in the interaction of Cu NPs with NaAlg. In order to illustrate the extent of the intensity changes, a power spectrum corresponding to the synchronous correlation intensity along the diagonal line is shown in Figure 9 . In this power spectrum, peaks at 1375 and 1035 cm -1 are obviously stronger than peaks at 1735, 1615, 1415, and 1094 cm -1 (positions identified in the secondderivative spectra). The progress of the interaction between Cu 0 and the oxygen of the -C=O group also affected the vibrations of the -C-O -group, the C-OH deformation, the -O-C-O -symmetric stretching and the C-C stretching of mannuronic and gluluronic units (pyranose rings) due to the high electron density of copper, which produces local bridging attraction depending on the strength and spatial range of de -C-O-Cu interaction. The off-diagonal peaks are called cross peaks, and indicate that the two bands change at the same time, though not necessarily in the same direction. A positive synchronous cross peak (solid black area) indicates that the variations in intensity at corresponding frequencies proceed in the same direction during the observation period, while a negative synchronous cross peak shows that the changes are in opposite directions. The synchronous plot shows only positive cross peaks, which means that all peak intensities are changing in the same (positive) direction. This plot is in good agreement with the spectroscopic data shown in Figure 8 and substantiates the fact that in the synchronous plot the interaction of copper to carboxylate ion is apparent as the association of copper to oxygen of hydroxyl groups.
Two broad peaks around 1375 and 1035 cm -1 were observed, which reflect that the symmetric stretching of the carboxylate group ( 
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From the corresponding asynchronous plot (Figure 8B) 
Evaluation of antibacterial activity
The responsibility of biocidal activity of copper and silver species (zerovalent nanoparticles and metal ions released from nanoparticles) has been the subject of considerable debate in recent years. Some studies have reported that the active agent appears to be the ionic species, critical in the electrostatic attraction between negative or positively charged cell membrane of the microorganism. [66] [67] [68] The growth of all tested strains was inhibited by the stabilized Cu NPs, with both the MIC and MBC ≈ 4.0 mg/L (Table 6) 2+ and ensure the delivery of copper ions in the nutrient media. On the other hand, the agglomeration may affect the outcome and interpretation of antibacterial activity results. This could be the reason for the lower antibacterial activity of Cu-AA1.0-Alg.
Staphylococcus aureus
Ayala-Núñez et al 14 define the MBC/MIC ratio as "the parameter that reflects the bactericidal capacity of a compound by relating both values. A ratio with a superior value to 1 (MBC .. MIC) indicates that a great amount of compound is needed to reach the bactericidal effect and that this compound could be considered a bacteriostatic agent. Besides, the MBC/MIC ratio can reflect if the bacteria are susceptible, tolerant, or resistant to the agent that is being challenged." In accordance with that, the results showed the stabilized Cu NPs inhibited bacterial growth of all strains in a bactericidal rather than a bacteriostatic manner (MBC/ MIC ratio = 1), except for S. enterica serovar Typhimurium ATCC 13311 with Cu-AA2.5-Alg NPs. Table 7 summarizes the diameters of zone of inhibition of stabilized Cu NPs in millimeters. It is worth pointing out that stabilized Cu NPs were compared with antibiotics in order to establish a comparison parameter but not to replace antibiotic therapy anytime soon.
Well-diffusion test and dispersed nanoparticles (MIC and MBC) showed high variability in results. Stabilized Cu NPs determined similar zones of inhibition on tested bacteria. The values for diameter of zone of inhibition of the stabilized Cu NPs vary from 9 to 12 mm depending on the bacterial strain; however, it was established that stabilized Cu NPs had antibacterial effects on both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, showing higher antibacterial activity against E. coli O157: H7 and S. enterica serovar Typhimurium than some of the standard antibiotics.
Both E. coli demonstrated greater sensitivity to stabilized Cu NPs, which is in accordance with the MIC results. This finding is in agreement with previous studies. 3, 70 As expected, Cu-AA1.0-Alg showed less efficient antibacterial activity against the bacteria studied. It is reasonable to believe that the amount of the Cu +2 ions released from Cu-AA1.0-Alg and Cu-AA1.5-Alg was inadequate to show antibacterial activity comparable with the other stabilized Cu NPs. Regarding the effects of the antibiotics used as positive controls, only S. aureus registered a higher susceptibility to cloxacillin, in accordance with Turck et al. 71 
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